**Corrigendum**

**Mutant prominin 1 found in patients with macular degeneration disrupts photoreceptor disk morphogenesis in mice**


Citation for this corrigendum: *J. Clin. Invest.* **119**:1396 (2009). doi:10.1172/JCI35891C1.

During the preparation of the manuscript, the article in reference 8 was cited incorrectly. The correct reference appears below.


The authors regret the error.

---

**Erratum**

**Th2 cell hyporesponsiveness during chronic murine schistosomiasis is cell intrinsic and linked to GRAIL expression**

Justin J. Taylor, Connie M. Krawczyk, Markus Mohrs, and Edward J. Pearce


Citation for this article: *J. Clin. Invest.* **119**:1396 (2009). doi:10.1172/JCI36534E1.

During the preparation of the manuscript, the mice in Figure 2 were incorrectly identified as having been infected with *S. mansoni*. The correct legend for Figure 2A appears below.

(A) Mice received 1 or more egg injections. Repeat egg injections were 5 d apart, such that mice for the 20-d time point had received 4 injections prior to sacrifice. At 5, 10, 15, and 20 d after the first immunization, CD4+ T cells from draining popliteal LNs were analyzed ex vivo for the expression of IL-4/GFP by flow cytometry. Numbers within plots indicate mean ± SD percent of CD4+ cells that were IL-4/GFP+ (3 mice per group).

The *JCI* regrets the error.